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Abstract—Image deraining is an important yet challenging
image processing task. Though deterministic image deraining
methods are developed with encouraging performance, they
are infeasible to learn flexible representations for probabilistic
inference and diverse predictions. Besides, rain intensity varies
both in spatial locations and across color channels, making this
task more difficult. In this paper, we propose a Conditional
Variational Image Deraining (CVID) network for better de-
raining performance, leveraging the exclusive generative ability
of Conditional Variational Auto-Encoder (CVAE) on providing
diverse predictions for the rainy image. To perform spatially
adaptive deraining, we propose a spatial density estimation
(SDE) module to estimate a rain density map for each image.
Since rain density varies across different color channels, we also
propose a channel-wise (CW) deraining scheme. Experiments
on synthesized and real-world datasets show that the proposed
CVID network achieves much better performance than previous
deterministic methods on image deraining. Extensive ablation
studies validate the effectiveness of the proposed SDE module
and CW scheme in our CVID network. The code is available at
https://github.com/Yingjun-Du/VID.
Index Terms—Conditional variational auto-encoder, single im-
age deraining, spatial attention map, channel-wise deraining.
I. INTRODUCTION
THE presence of rain undesirably degrades the visualauthenticity of images for human perception, and drasti-
cally obstacle the performance of vision systems [20]. Image
deraining aims to remove the rain streaks from the degraded
image, and recover its clean background. It has received
increasing attention due to its prerequisite role in many
practical applications, such as video surveillance [37], object
detection [13], and object segmentation [41], etc.
Previous image deraining methods can be roughly divided
into three categories: the optimization based methods [3],
[26], [56], the discriminative learning based methods [8],
[31], [50], and the generative learning based methods [25],
[30], [55]. Among them, optimization based methods [3], [4]
employ proper regularizers to restore rainy image under the
linear additive composite model [2], [20], [44] or non-linear
screen blend composite model [26]. Discriminative learning
based methods [9], [24], [50] directly learn deterministic (non-
linear) mapping function from the rainy image to its clean
background. Generative methods [25], [30], [55] leverage the
generative modeling capabilities of Gaussian Mixture Mod-
els [45], [48] or conditional Generative Adversarial Networks
(GANs) [11], [28], inspired by their success on synthesizing
visually appealing images.
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(a) Rainy Image (b) GMM [25] (c) ID-GAN [55] (d) DDN [9]
(e) Ground Truth (f) CVID1 (g) CVID2 (h) CVIDfinal
Fig. 1: Derained images of different image deraining meth-
ods. The CVID1 (f) and CVID2 (g) are two candidate predic-
tions by the proposed CVID network, and the CVIDfinal (h)
is their average as the final derained image.
Despite their success on image deraining, these methods
suffer from two major limitations. First, the real composition
of rainy image cannot be fully reflected by the used composite
models in current optimization based methods, and hence
the regularizers are still insufficient in characterizing the
background image and rain layer, limiting these methods from
robust deraining performance on diverse scenarios. Second,
the discriminative or generative learning based methods [19]
mostly learn a mapping function and produce deterministic
derained images (Figs. 1 (b)-(d)). However, it is difficult to
define the optimal derained image for a real-world rainy image,
due to the inherent ill-posed nature of image deraining.
In this paper, to address aforementioned challenges, we
propose a Conditional Variational Image Deraining (CVID)
network by leveraging the powerful generative capabilities of
the recently developed Conditioanl Variational Auto-Encoder
(CVAE) [36] framework. CVAE provides strong capability
to model the latent distribution of image priors, from which
the clean images can be generated. Instead of learning a
deterministic mapping function in previous methods, we pro-
pose a CVAE based CVID network to simultaneously learn
the latent representation of clean image priors and predict
multiple possible derained images (Figs. 1 (f)-(g)). In the
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2learning stage of CVID network, given pairs of clean and rainy
images, the encoder learns to map these clean images into a
latent distribution that shares common information for clean
background images, while the decoder recover the derained
images based on a sampled variable from the latent distribution
space (as shown in Fig. 2). In the inference stage, we sample
multiple latent variables from the latent distribution of clean
image prior using the prior network, and adopt the Monte
Carlo method [35] to perform deterministic prediction for each
sampled variable (as shown in Fig. 3). These predictions are
averaged to produce the final derained image (Fig. 1 (h)).
One important observation of rainy images is that the rain
streaks are usually unevenly distributed across the whole im-
age, both in spatial locations and color channels (as shown in
Fig. 4). Thus, how to remove the rain streaks in a spatially and
channel-wisely adaptive manner should be handled seriously
for image deraining. To tackle this problem, Zhang et al. [54]
proposed a density-aware deraining method by utilizing global
rain density information. But this method produces inaccurate
deraining results in local regions, and ignores the fact that
rain distributions vary across different channels. To this end,
we propose a spatial density estimation (SDE) module and a
channel-wise (CW) scheme for more adaptive image deraining
to our CVID network. The proposed SDE module and CW
scheme jointly take a rainy image as input and output an
estimated rain map for each channel, which indicates the
intensity of rain on each pixel in each channel. Experiments on
benchmark datasets demonstrate the advantages of our CVID
network over previous contenders on image deraining, and the
effectiveness of our SDE module and CW scheme.
In summary, our contributions are three-fold:
• A novel generative network which outputs multiple
predictions for better image deraining performance.
We leverage the powerful Conditional Variational Auto-
Encoder (CVAE) framework [36] for image deraining.
The proposed CVID network effectively performs prob-
abilistic deraining and produce multiple complementary
derained predictions for better performance. As far as we
know, our CVID network is the first work that tackles the
image deraining problem under the CVAE framework.
• Novel spatial attention module and channel-wise de-
raininig scheme. We propose a spatial density estimation
(SDE) module and a channel-wise (CW) scheme to
endow our CVID network with the capability to perform
spatially and channel-wisely adaptive deraining. Exten-
sive ablation studies in §IV-D validate the effectiveness
of the proposed SDE module and CW scheme.
• Much better deraining performance on diverse
datasets. Experiments on three synthetic and one real-
world rainy image datasets demonstrate that, the proposed
CVID network achieves consistently superior results to
previous state-of-the-art image deraining methods.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In §II, we
survey the related work. In §III, we present the proposed
CVID network for image deraining. Extensive experiments
are conducted in §IV to compare the proposed CVID network
with state-of-the-art image deraining methods on synthetic and
real-world image datasets. Conclusion is given in §V.
II. RELATED WORK
In the past decade, numerous methods [8], [42], [55] have
been proposed to tackle the image deraining problem. Here,
we briefly review the related work.
Optimization based methods [4], [20], [32] have been
proposed for image deraining based on the fact that rainy
images are composed of a clean background image layer and a
rain layer. Image deraining can be formulated by employing
effective regularizers on both layers, and solved by proper
optimization algorithms. Kang et al. [20] decomposed high
frequency parts of rainy images into rainy and non-rainy
components, and only processed the rainy component for rain
streak removal. Luo et al. [26] proposed a discriminative
sparse coding framework based on image patches. Later, Chen
et al. [4] proposed a low-rank appearance model for removing
rain streaks. Similarly, Chang et al. [3] leveraged the low-
rank property of rain streaks, which are removed via low-
rankness based layer decomposition. However, since the real
composition of rainy image cannot be fully explored by the
composite models used in [4], [20], [26], the regularizers
employed by these methods are insufficient in characterizing
the background and rain layers, limiting these methods from
robust deraining performance on diverse images.
Discriminative learning methods. Recently, deep learning
based methods have achieved promising performance on image
deraining [8], [24], [42]. To the best of our knowledge,
DerainNet [8] may be the first deep network developed for
image deraining. Later, Deep Detail Network (DDN) [9]
was proposed to directly reduce the mapping range from
input to output. The work of deep JOint Rain DEtection
and Removal (JORDER) network [51], [52] is developed for
image deraining by using recurrent dilated networks. It can
detect the rain region on each pixel of a rainy image, but does
not reflect the density information of the pixels. The work
of [55] is also proposed for Density-aware Image Deraining
using a Multi-stream Dense Network (DID-MDN). DID-MDN
considers the global density of rain streaks, but ignores the
density differences with respect to locally spatial location in
the rainy image. The work of [24] introduced a recurrent
squeeze-and-excitation context aggregation net (RESCAN) to
tackle the problem of overlapping rain streak layers in image
deraining. A simple baseline network is presented in [31] for
single image deraining by preserving worthwhile deraining
modules. A semi-supervised image deraining network is also
developed in [42]. However, these methods do not consider
the differences of rain density in different channels, and thus
producing inaccurate results.
Generative methods [25], [30], [55] have also been developed
for image deraining. Li et al. [25] proposed to use simple
patch-based priors for both the background and rain layers.
In [55], Zhang et al. utilized conditional generative adversarial
networks (GANs) to prevent the background image from being
degenerated of when extracted from rainy images, in which
a learned discriminator network is employed as a guidance
to synthesize rain-free images. The work of [30] introduces
3Fig. 2: The learning stage of CVID network. The inputs of the encoder are the concatenation of rainy image x, clean image
y, and estimated rain map Dˆc by the proposed SDE module. The decoder outputs the derained image yˆ based on estimated
rain map by SDE, rainy image x, and sampled {zei}ni=1 from the latent distribution N (µe,σe). The black arrows indicate
the generation of latent space. The blue arrows are the data flow of a standard CVAE model, while the red arrows are the
additional data flow of our SDE module. Note that the encoder, SDE module, and decoder are performed channel-wisely w.r.t.
the rainy image x, clean image y, and estimated rain map. “C” and “A” denote the concatenation and averaging operations.
the visual attention into both the generative and discriminative
networks of GANs, and learns about raindrop regions and their
surroundings for raindrop removal.
Conditional Variational Auto-encoder (CVAE) [36] is a con-
ditional generative model based on Variational Auto-encoder
(VAE), which is originally proposed for structured prediction
tasks, e.g., image segmentation and labelling. Kohl et al. [23]
combined a U-Net [34] with a CVAE that is capable of effi-
ciently producing an unlimited number of plausible hypothe-
ses, in order to handle inherent ambiguity of medical image
segmentation. Recently, Bao et al. [1] proposed the CVAE-
GAN network to combine a VAE with a generative adversarial
network, for fine-grained image generalization. CVAE-GAN
is essentially a conditional generative model, taking the fine-
grained category label as input and generates images in a
specific category. Ham et al. [12] incorporated perceptual loss
into a VAE model, and demonstrated its effectiveness on
image inpainting. In our CVID, we use CVAE for supervised
learning [38]. We model the latent distribution of clean images,
and predict a specific clean image, which is treated as a
condition, of the input rainy image. In learning stage, we learn
a prior network that takes a rainy image as input and estimates
the latent distribution of its corresponding clean image. In
inference stage, with the sampled latent variable from the
prior, the decoder network can recover the clean image from
its rainy counterpart. In addition, we incorporate a density map
estimation of the rainy image, as an extra condition to fully
explore the power of CVAE for image deraining.
III. LEARNING CONDITIONAL VARIATIONAL IMAGE
DERAINING NETWORK
In this section, we first present the proposed Conditional
Variational Image Deraining (CVID) network developed under
the Conditional Variational Auto-Encoder (CVAE) framework.
In §III-A, we provide the preliminaries of CVAE. Then we
describe the learning stage of the proposed CVID network
for image deraining in §III-B. We present the proposed
spatial density estimation (SDE) module and channel-wise
(CW) deraining scheme in §III-C and §III-D, respectively.
The optimization of CVID is provided in §III-E Finally, we
introduce the inference stage of CVID in §III-F
4Fig. 3: The inference stage of CVID network. We sample multiple latent variables zpi (i = 1, ..., n) from the prior distribution
N (µp,σp) and adopt the Monte Carlo method [35] to perform a deterministic inference followed by weighted averaging. The
black arrow indicates the process of generating latent space. “A” and “C” mean the averaging and concatenation operations.
SDE is the spatial density estimation module, which will be introduced in §III-C.
A. Preliminaries on CVAE
Variational Auto-Encoder (VAE) is a powerful generative
framework for learning the latent distribution of complex
data [16], [22], [33]. The generative process of a VAE is as
follows: the encoder takes the data x as input and outputs
a data-conditional distribution qφ(z|x) for a latent vector
z. A sample z ∼ pθ is drawn from the code-conditional
reconstruction distribution pθ, and then used by the decoder to
determine the distribution pθ(x|z) over the input data x. The
objective of VAEs is to maximize the variational lower bound
of pθ(x):
log pθ(x)≥−DKL(qφ(z|x)||pθ(z)) + Eqφ(z|x) log pθ(x|z), (1)
where DKL is the function of Kullback-Leibler (KL) diver-
gence and z = gφ(x, ),  ∼ N (0, I).
Although VAEs have the innate capability of modeling
latent distributions and preserving common features of clean
images, it can only take in and output the same rainy image
and cannot output a derained image from the rainy input.
Thus, VAEs cannot be directly applied for image deraining.
Recently, Sohn et al. [36] have extended the VAEs to more
powerful conditional VAEs (CVAEs), which model the latent
variables and data, conditioned on side information, such as
the clean image y of the rainy image x. By taking the
conditional information of clean image y into account, we
can rewrite the lower bound of Eqn. (1) as:
L˜CVAE =−DKL(qφ(z|x,y)||pθ(z|x))
+ Eqφ(z|x,y) log pθ(y|z,x),
(2)
where z = gφ(x,y, ),  ∼ N (0, I). Here, pθ(z|x) is assumed
to be an isotropic Gaussian distribution and pθ(x|y, z), while
qφ(z|x,y) are Gaussian distributions.
Ever been introduced, CVAE has demonstrated its great
power in diverse computer vision tasks, such as trajectory
prediction [39], image colorization [5], image generation [7],
and multi-modal human dynamic generation [49], etc.
Image deraining is a highly ill-posed problem, since it is
non-trivial to define the optimal clean background for a real-
world rainy image. CVAEs can generate multiple predictions
of the derained image from the input rainy image. Thus,
it is possible to obtain more accurate deraining results by
integrating these predictions. In this work, as far as we know,
we are among the first to explore the generative capability of
the CVAE model for single image deraining.
B. Learning CVID Network for Image Deraining
In this work, we leverage the powerful generative ability of
CVAEs as the backbone of our Conditional Variational Image
Deraining (CVID) network for image deraining. The CVAE
backbone is basicly consisted of an encoder, a prior network,
and a decoder, as shown in Fig. 2. We set the filter size as 3
and the number of convolution filters as 16 in both the encoder
and the prior network. In the last layer of the encoder and prior
network, the first half is µ and second half is σ. We set the
number of convolution filters as 1. For our CVID network, we
set the depth as 7 for encoder, prior network and decoder. We
employ the Leaky ReLU [43] as the activation function. Each
layer is followed by Batch Normalization [18].
Conditioned on the rainy image x, the encoder learns the
latent distribution N (µe,σe) that encrypts the information
of the corresponding clean image y. To guarantee that the
sampled latent variable z from the latent distribution and the
input x are closely related during inference, we introduce a
prior network (Fig. 3) to make sure that the learned latent
distribution is consistent with that obtained by inference.
The prior network learns to map a rainy image x into a
“prior” latent distribution N (µp,σp) that encodes distribution
information of the rainy image. The goal of decoder is to
reconstruct the derained image yˆ based on a sampled latent
variable ze from the “encoder” latent distribution N (µe,σe),
conditioned also on the rainy image x. Specifically, the input
of decoder is the concatenation of the rainy image, the rain
density estimation map, and the sampled ze. For the decoder,
we set the filter size as 3 and the number of deconvolution
filters as 16. To compute the gradient more amenably, we
use reparameterization techniques [22] to sample the latent
variable z via z = µ(x) +  ∗ σ(x), where  is the sampled
noise from a Gaussian distribution N (0, I).
5To learn the CVAE backbone network, we need to maximize
the conditional variational lower bound defined in Eqn. (2).
The first term in Eqn. (2) acts as a regularization term to
minimize the difference between the data-conditional distri-
bution qφ(ze|x,y) and the prior distribution pθ(zp|x). Here,
we take Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence as the penalty
function to minimize the gap between the two Gaussian
distributions qφ(ze|x,y) and pθ(zp|x). The second term in
Eqn. (2) is the reconstruction error measuring the infor-
mation loss between the sampled latent code ze and the
clean image y. We maximize the conditional log-likelihood
Eqφ(ze|x,y)[log pθ(yˆ|x, ze)] for accurate reconstruction. In
practice, the error can be computed as the `2 loss between
the clean image y and the reconstructed image yˆ.
Loss for CVAE. The CVAE network is trained to maximize
the conditional log-likelihood of the second term in Eqn. (2).
Since this objective function is intractable, we instead max-
imize its variational lower bound in Eqn. (2). We minimize
the KL divergence between the data-conditional distribution
qφ(z|x,y) and the prior distribution pθ(z|x), to mitigate the
discrepancies between the encoding of latent variables at
learning and inference stages:
LKL =
N∑
i=1
qφ(zi|xi,yi) log(qφ(zi|xi,yi)
pθ(zi|xi) ), (3)
where qφ(zi|xi,yi) = N (µe,σe), pθ(zi|xi) = N (µp,σp),
and N is the number of training images.
To maximize Eqφ(z|x,y)[log pθ(y|x, z)] for the reconstruc-
tion of x, we define the loss Lrec as follows:
Lrec = 1
N
N∑
i=1
∑
c∈{r,g,b}
||yi,c − yˆi,c||2F , (4)
where yˆi,c = f recc (xi,c,yi,c, Di,c) is the CVAE associated
with the c-th channel. The CVAE takes as the inputs each
individual color channel of the rainy image x, clean image y
and the estimated rain density map Dc in channel c (Fig. 2,
this part will be explained in §III-D), and outputs the derained
image yˆc of channel c. In summary, the loss LCVAE is the
sum of LKL and Lrec:
LCVAE = Lrec + βLKL, (5)
where β > 0 is a regularization parameter.
C. Proposed Spatial Density Estimation Module
The rain streaks are usually unevenly distributed in a rainy
image. The methods ignoring the spatial variance of rain dis-
tribution will inevitably produce inaccurate deraining results.
Although global density estimation is considered in [54] by
grading rain strength into different levels, inaccurate deraining
results are still unavoidable in local regions. Besides, since the
rain streaks are randomly distributed in the rainy image, it is
difficult to locate rainy regions consistently in diverse images.
In this work, we propose a spatial density estimation (SDE)
module for our CVAE backbone network, to learn a density
estimation map for the input rainy image and make it spatially
adaptive for image deraining. The proposed SDE module is
implemented as a compact densely-connected convolutional
Algorithm 1 Learning CVID Network for Image Deraining
Learning: Input pairs of rainy and clean images {xi,yi}Ni=1
θ, φ ← Initialize parameters
repeat
SDE: Dˆi,c ← SDEθ(xi)
Encoder:
{
µe,σe ← Eφ(xi,yi, Dˆi,c)
ze ← µe(xi) +  ∗ σe(xi),  ∼ N (0, I)
Prior:
{
µp,σp ← Pθ(xi, Dˆi,c)
zp ← µp(xi) +  ∗ σp(xi),  ∼ N (0, I)
Decoder: yˆi ← Dθ(xi, z, Dˆi,c)
g ← ∇θ,φL(θ, φ;x,y, )
θ, φ ← Update parameters using gradients g
until convergence
return θ, φ
Inference: Input rainy image x
SDE: Dˆc ← SDEθ(x)
Prior:
{
µp,σp ← Pθ(x, Dˆc)
zp ← µp(x) +  ∗ σp(x),  ∼ N (0, I)
Decoder: yˆ← 1
n
n∑
j=1
Dθ(x, z, Dˆc)
return Derained image yˆ
block with five layers [17]. The input of each layer is obtained
by concatenating the output of all previous layers. The filter
size is set as 3 and the number of filters as 16. Each
convolutional layer is followed by the batch normalization
(BN) [18] and the ReLU [27] activation operations. For the
last layer, we use the Sigmoid activation function to make the
density estimation maps within [0, 1].
The learning of the density estimation maps is performed in
a fully supervised manner. It takes the whole rainy image as
input and outputs one density estimation map for each color
channel. Specifically, we subtract a rainy image x from its
corresponding clean image y (“ground truth”), and produce a
residual image denoted as Rˆe. Rˆec indicates the c-th color
channel of Rˆe, where c ∈ {R,G,B}, and Rˆec(x) denotes
a pixel value of position x on each channel. Rˆec(x) = 0
indicates that there is no rain at position x, while Rˆec(x) 6= 0
indicates the intensity of rain at this pixel. Based on the
residual map Rˆe, we generate the ground truth image for
supervised learning of density estimation maps using Dc(x),
Dc(x) =
{
0 Rˆec(x) = 0
σ(Rˆec(x)) Rˆec(x) 6= 0 , (6)
where Dc is the ground truth for the c-th channel, σ is the
Sigmoid activation function.
We plot an example of Dc in Figs. 4 (b), (c), and (d) for the
R, G and B channels of a rainy image, respectively. As can be
seen, the rain streaks are distributed randomly across spatial
locations and the three channels. The main reason is that, the
light emitted from different sources are in different strength,
such as the sunlight, the white floors, and the green water.
We also plot the density maps estimated by the proposed
SDE module in Figs. 4 (f), (g), and (h), for the R, G, and
B channels of the rainy image, respectively. As can be seen,
the density maps are very close to those of the ground truth
maps shown in Figs. 4 (b), (c), and (d). This indicates that
the SDE module can accurately locate the rain regions of three
6(a) Synthetic rainy image (b) Rain map in R channel (c) Rain map in G channel (d) Rain map in B channel
(e) Ground truth (f) Estimated rain in R channel (g) Estimated rain in G channel (h) Estimated rain in B channel
Fig. 4: Illustration of rain maps and estimated rain density maps on R, G, B channels, respectively. (a) and (e) are
clean and corresponding rainy images, respectively. (b), (c) and (d) show rain maps on R, G, B channels, respectively. (f),
(g) and (h) are the estimated density maps by the proposed SDE module for three color channels, respectively.
color channels. Therefore, the proposed SDE module embeded
CVAE network can obtain adaptive deraining performance by
accurately estimating the rain strength via the density maps.
Loss for SDE. The SDE module is also trained in a fully
supervised manner. It takes the rainy image x as input and
estimates the density maps Dc (c ∈ {R,G,B}) for each color
channel. The loss function of the SDE module is as follows:
LSDE = 1
N
N∑
i=1
∑
c∈{R,G,B}
||Di,c − Dˆi,c||2F , (7)
where Dˆi,c = fDc (xi,c) and f
D
c (·) is the SDE module
associated with the c-th channel. Penalizing the loss Eqn.
(7) aims to minimize the difference between the estimated
density maps and ground truth maps. The obtained density
estimation maps are then input to the CVAE backbone network
for adaptive deraining performance on diverse local regions.
D. Proposed Channel-wise Deraining Scheme
Aside from the spatially uneven distribution, the rain density
is also in distinct distribution for different color channels. This
point is largely ignored by previous image deraining methods.
Inspired by the bright channel prior (BCP) [10], we propose
a channel-wise (CW) deraining scheme to further boost the
CVAE backbone network for image deraining. Until now,
our proposed Conditioanl Variational Image Deraining (CVID)
network is carried out, by employing the CVAE backbone
with the proposed SDE module and CW deraining scheme.
The BCP prior [10] describes that in natural scenes, for each
pixel there at least exists one color channel with high intensity.
Specifically, the BCP prior is defined as
Jbright(x) = max
y∈Ω(x)
( max
c∈{R,G,B}
Jc(y)), (8)
where Jc is the c-th color channel of image J and Ω(x)
is a local patch centered at location x. The intensity of
Jbright should be close to 1 (intensity is in [0, 1]), except in a
situation lacking light or dominated by shadow [10]. With the
BCP prior (8), we propose a proposition to validate our CW
deraining strategy as follows (the proof is provided in §VI):
Proposition 1. Denote B¯ and B as images derained without
and with distinguishing different color channels, respectively.
‖ · ‖0 is the `0 norm, counting the number of non-zero values.
Then, the intensity of the pixels in B¯ is much lower than B.
That is, the number of brightest pixels in B¯ tends to be less
than that in B. That is, we have
‖1−B‖0 ≤ ‖1− B¯‖0. (9)
Note that the intensity of the brightest pixels is 1 and the
less than or equal to sign can be satisfied if and only if the
distribution of rain streaks on each channel is identical. To
provide a more intuitive illustration, in Fig. 5, we compare the
results of our method with previous representative methods,
e.g., DDN [9] and JORDER [51], [52], that do not separate
the three color channels. From the middle row it can be seen
that, the intensities of the brightest pixels of the derained
image obtained by DDN and JORDER are mostly lower than
that of our CVAE network, as indicated by the red circle.
Fig. 5 (bottom row) shows the intensity distribution for the
bright channels of the derained image. One can see that the
derained image with our channel-wise scheme contains more
brightest pixels than others, demonstrating the effectiveness
of the proposed channel-wise scheme. The advantages of
separately processing each color channel are also validated
in other low-level vision tasks [14], [46], [47].
E. Optimization
The proposed CVID network is optimized by jointly min-
imizing the negative conditional variational lower bound (2)
and the loss of the SDE module defined in Eqn. (7). Specif-
ically, we formulate the objective function of our CVID
network as an integration of the CVAE loss in Eqn. (5) and
7(a) Ground Truth (b) DDN [9] (c) JORDER [52] (d) CVID (Ours)
Fig. 5: Top: ground truth (a) and derained images (b)-(d) by different methods. Middle: the corresponding bright channels.
Bottom: the intensity distribution for the bright channel of the derained image.
the SDE loss in Eqn. (7):
LCVID = LCVAE + λLSDE, (10)
where λ > 0 is a regularization parameter to balance the
importance of LSDE and LCVAE. We observe that CVID
constantly achieves satisfactory performance when we treat
LSDE and LCVAE equally, i.e., λ = 1. In our CVID network,
the CVAE loss LCVAE (5) and SDE loss LSDE (7) are jointly
minimized by gradient decent via backward error propagation
in an end-to-end manner.
F. Inference Stage
To obtain a deterministic output during inference, we draw
n latent codes {zpj}nj=1 from the prior distribution pθ(zp|x)
learned by the prior network, and simply take the average
of the n posteriors as the final prediction. Specifically, we
compute the marginal likelihood of the latent clean image y
using the Monte Carlo method [35]:
pθ(y|x) ≈ 1
n
n∑
j=1
pθ(y|x, zpj ), zpj ∼ pθ(zp|x). (11)
For the second term of (2), we use the Monte Carlo sam-
pling to estimate its conditional log-likelihoods (CLL). Initial
experiments demonstrate that 100 samples are enough to
obtain an accurate estimation of the CLL. In Algorithm 1,
we summarize the learning and inference procedures of the
proposed CVID network for image deraining.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we conduct extensive experiments to demon-
strate the effectiveness of the proposed Conditional Varia-
tional Image Deraining (CVID) network for image deraining.
Comprehensive ablation studies are also performed to validate
the effectiveness of different components. More results are
provided in the Supplementary File.
A. Implementation Details
In our CVID network, we set β = 0.1, λ = 1, n = 100.
For network training, we randomly generate 2,000 pairs of
image patches of size 64×64 from each training set. We use
Adam optimizer [21] with default parameters, at a weight
decay of 10−10 and a mini-batch size of 32. The learning
rate is initialized as 0.01 and divided by 10 at each epoch.
The number of epochs is 4.
B. Experimental Protocol
Datasets. We perform experiments on 3 synthetic datasets and
1 real-world dataset. The first synthetic dataset is provided
in [9] and contains 14,000 synthesized clean/rainy image pairs.
Following the settings in [54], 13,000 images are used for
learning, and the remaining 1,000 images are used for testing
(denoted as D1). The second synthesized dataset is provided
in [52] and consists of 1,800 pairs of heavy rain images
and 200 pairs of light rain images for learning. The two
sets (Rain100L and Rain100H) are used for testing (denoted
as D2). The third synthetic dataset [54] contains 12,000
synthesized clean/rainy image pairs, which includes 4,000
heavy rainy images, 4,000 medium rainy images, 4,000 light
rainy images. The 1,200 pairs of clean/rainy images for testing
are denoted as D3. As far as we know, this is the first work that
conducts experimental evaluation on all these three datasets.
The real rainy images we tested are from the real-world dataset
in [53], which are downloaded from the internet by the authors.
8Rainy Image: 22.97/0.4834 LP [25]: 27.74/0.7357 DDN [9]: 27.89/0.7623 JORDER [52]: 28.32/0.7509
DID-MDN [54]: 29.98/0.8593 RESCAN [24]: 29.82/0.8460 CVID (Ours): 31.75/0.8820 Ground Truth
Fig. 6: Derained images and PSNR (dB)/SSIM by different methods on a synthetic rainy image from D1 [9].
Rainy Image: 23.17/0.4587 LP [25]: 25.37/0.7318 DDN [9]: 26.73/0.7538 JORDER [52]: 26.65/0.7493
DID-MDN [54]: 29.72/0.8625 RESCAN [24]: 28.37/0.8521 CVID (Ours): 30.27/0.8921 Ground Truth
Fig. 7: Derained images and PSNR (dB)/SSIM by different methods on a synthetic rainy image from D2 [52]
Dataset D1 [9] D2 Rain100L [52] D2 Rain100H [52] D3 [54]
Metric PSNR↑ SSIM↑ NIQE↓ PSNR↑ SSIM↑ NIQE↓ PSNR↑ SSIM↑ NIQE↓ PSNR↑ SSIM↑ NIQE↓
Rainy Input 19.31 0.7695 9.17 23.52 0.8332 7.93 12.13 0.3702 14.27 21.15 0.7781 10.15
GMM [25] 24.35 0.8312 4.83 32.02 0.9137 3.14 14.26 0.5444 7.76 25.23 0.8514 5.37
JORDER [52] 22.36 0.8405 4.97 36.02 0.9712 2.74 23.45 0.7382 5.39 24.32 0.8622 5.64
DDN [9] 25.63 0.8851 3.92 33.75 0.9213 3.09 22.26 0.6928 6.89 27.33 0.8978 4.98
ID-GAN [55] 26.31 0.8932 3.43 35.89 0.9631 2.96 23.15 0.7120 6.33 28.18 0.9102 4.01
DID-MDN [54] 26.07 0.9092 3.47 35.73 0.9602 3.02 23.25 0.7315 6.18 27.95 0.9087 3.71
RESCAN [24] 25.45 0.8812 3.90 37.27 0.9813 2.39 26.45 0.8458 4.96 26.19 0.8712 4.01
CVID (Ours) 28.96 0.9375 2.99 37.83 0.9882 2.13 27.93 0.8765 4.71 30.97 0.9374 3.33
TABLE I: Comparison of PSNR (dB), SSIM [40], and NIQE [40] results by different methods on three synthetic datasets.
Evaluation Metrics. We adopt three commonly-used metrics,
i.e., peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR), structure similarity in-
dex (SSIM) [40], and a perception-based metric NIQE [29], to
evaluate the performance of deraining on synthesized datasets.
Since the real-world rainy images have no “ground truth”
images, we only compare the visual quality of derained images
by the competing methods.
C. Comparison to the State-of-the-art
Comparison Methods. We compare the proposed CVID
network with 6 state-of-the-art image deraining methods,
including Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) [25], Deep De-
tail Network (DDN) [9], Joint Rain Detection and Removal
(JORDER) [52], Image Deraining using conditional Gen-
erative Adversarial Network (ID-GAN) [55], Density-aware
Deraining (DID-MDN) [54], and Recurrent Squeeze-and-
excitation Context Aggregation Network (RESCAN) [24].
Results on synthetic rain removal. The quantitative compar-
isons are reported in Table I. Our CVID network substantially
exceeds previous methods on all three datasets. In particularly,
on D1, our method outperforms the second best method, i.e.,
ID-GAN [55] by 2.42 dB, 0.0233, and 0.44 in terms of PSNR,
SSIM, and NIQE, respectively. The superior performance
demonstrates the great effectiveness of our method for single
image deraining. In Figs. 6 and 7, we compare the derained
images as well as PSNR/SSIM results by different methods.
We observe that our CVID removes rain streaks more clearly,
9(a) Rainy Image (b) DDN [9] (c) JORDER [52] (d) DID-MDN [54] (e) RESCAN [24] (f) CVID (Ours)
Fig. 8: Derained images by different methods on five representative real-world rainy scenarios from datasets [53]: light
rain, medium rain, heavy rain, nighttime, dark background, and snow, respectively (from top to bottom).
while preserving image details better than previous methods.
Results on realistic rain removal. It is a common challenge
that the deraining methods learned on synthetic rainy images
will suffer huge performance drop when processing real-world
rainy images. However, this problem is largely alleviated by
the exclusive generative property of the introduced CVAE
framework, which can output multiple candidate solutions
for one rainy input. To this end, we apply the proposed
CVID network on removing the rain streaks in real rainy
photographs. The proposed CVAE network is learned on the
training set used in DID-MDN [54]. We use the rainy images
in [53], including 4 different representative scenarios (shown
in Figs. 8 (a)): light rain, medium rain, heavy rain, and snow
(from top to bottom). As shown in Figs. 8 (b)-(f), our CVID
outperforms previous competitors on diverse real scenarios.
More results are provided in the Supplementary File.
Speed. The comparison results on speed are listed in Table II.
We observe that our CVID with n = 1 generated sample is
faster than other methods, while CVID with n = 100 is slower
than other methods on images of size 500×500, but still faster
than RESCAN [24] on images of size 1024× 1024.
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Image Size DDN [9] JORDER [51] RESCAN [24] CVIDn=1 CVIDn=10 CVIDn=100
500× 500 0.41 0.18 0.45 0.12 0.35 0.82
1024× 1024 0.76 0.82 1.81 0.42 0.68 1.38
TABLE II: Running time (in seconds) of different methods on rainy images with different sizes.
(a) Rainy Image: 26.83 dB/0.4525 (b) DDN [9]: 28.65 dB/0.4877 (c) CVAE: 30.89 dB/0.7849
(d) DDN+CW: 29.66 dB/0.6798 (e) DDN+CW+SDE: 29.76 dB/0.7008 (f) CVAE+CW: 31.79 dB/0.8522
(g) CVAE+SDE: 32.25 dB/0.8758 (h) CVID: 33.27 dB/0.9073 (i) Ground Truth
Fig. 9: Derained images and PSNR/SSIM results by different variants of DDN [9] and the proposed CVAE backbone
on a synthetic rainy image from D2 Rain100H [52]. Our CVID network (CVAE+SDE+CW) is an integration of the CVAE
backbone, the proposed spatial density estimation (SDE) module and channel-wise (CW) deraining scheme.
D. Validation of the Proposed CVID Network
To further validate the working mechanism of our CVID
network, we conduct deeper analysis on rainy image dataset
D2 [52]. Specifically, we assess 1) the importance of the
employed CVAE framework; 2) the effect of the proposed
channel-wise deraining scheme; 3) the influence of the pro-
posed SDE module to CVID network; 4) how does the sample
number n influence the performance of our CVID network; 5)
the influence of the hyper-parameters β and λ; 6) the impact
of these components in our CVID network on cumulative error
distribution (CED); and 7) the choice of ReLU or PReLU in
our CVID. In all experiments, DDN [9] is employed as the
baseline due to its simple network architecture.
1) How important is the employed CVAE framework for
image deraining? To evaluate the importance of our employed
CVAE backbone network on image deraining, we compare
the baseline DDN network [9] and our CVAE backbone. As
shown in Table III (the 2nd and 3rd columns), the results
of CVAE are 35.38 dB/0.9574 on PSNR/SSIM, much higher
than those (33.75 dB/0.9213) of the baseline DDN [9]. What’s
more, when comparing the channel-wise variants of the DDN
and CVAE, we observed that the channel-wise CVAE achieves
PSNR/SSIM results of 36.03 dB/0.9627, still much better than
those of channel-wise DDN (34.83 dB/0.9493). On visual
quality, from Figs. 9 (b) and (c), we observe that our CVAE
backbone achieves more clear results than DDN [9]. All these
results demonstrate the importance of the employed CVAE
backbone for image deraining over the ResNet backbone [15].
2) How is the effect of the proposed channel-wise (CW)
deraining scheme? To study the effect of the proposed CW
scheme, we embed it into both the DDN network [9] and
our CVAE backbone, we call them DDN+CW and CVAE+CW,
respectively. From Table III (the 4th and 6th columns), we
observed that the results of baseline DDN on PSNR/SSIM
are dramatically improved from 33.75 dB/0.9213 to 34.83
dB/0.9493 (DDN+CW) by our proposed CW deraining scheme.
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DDN [9] CVAE DDN+CW DDN+CW+SDE CVAE+CW CVAE+SDE CVID
CVAE 8 3 8 8 3 3 3
SDE 8 8 8 3 8 3 3
CW 8 8 3 3 3 8 3
D1 25.63/0.8851 26.57/0.8994 25.96/0.8901 26.08/0.8932 27.38/0.9138 27.69/0.9193 28.96/0.9375
Rain100L 33.75/0.9213 35.38/0.9574 34.83/0.9493 35.78/0.9596 36.03/0.9627 36.79/0.9783 37.83/0.9882
Rain100H 22.26/0.6928 25.25/0.7738 24.39/0.7637 26.11/0.8157 26.75/0.8332 27.04/0.8485 27.89/0.8721
D3 27.33/0.8978 27.91/0.9073 27.55/0.9006 27.87/0.9065 29.19/0.9198 29.38/0.9207 30.97/0.9374
TABLE III: Quantitative comparisons of different variants in terms of PSNR (dB) and SSIM [40] on dataset D1 [9],
D2 [52] and D2 [52]. CW means channel-wise scheme, SDE means spatial density estimation module. Our CVID is also
“CVAE+CW+SDE”.
CVIDn=1 CVIDn=5 CVIDn=10 CVIDn=100 CVIDn=200 CVIDn=300 CVIDn=500
Rain100L 36.91 37.19 37.75 37.83 37.87 37.84 37.81
Rain100H 25.73 26.18 27.38 27.89 27.95 27.91 27.88
TABLE IV: PSNR (dB) results our CVID network on D2 [52] with sample number n = 1, 5, 10, 100, 200, 300, 500.
CVID with ReLU CVID with Leaky ReLU
Rain100L 37.13/0.9817 37.83/0.9882
Rain100H 26.97/0.8597 27.89/0.8721
TABLE V: PSNR (dB) and SSIM [40] results of our CVID
with different activation functions on D2 dataset [52].
Similarly, with CW, the results of our CVAE backbone on
PSNR/SSIM are also improved from 35.38 dB/0.9574 to 36.03
dB/0.9627 (CVAE+CW). Comparing Figs. 9 (b) and (d), (c)
and (f), we observe that the DDN+CW and CVAE+CW achieve
much better visual quality than the baseline DDN [9] and
our CVAE backbone, respectively. All these results clearly
demonstrate the effectiveness of our CW deraining scheme.
3) How does the proposed SDE module influence our CVID
network? To answer this question, we embed the proposed
SDE module into the variant DDN+CW, the proposed CVAE
backbone, and the variant CVAE+CW, the resulting variants
are called DDN+CW+SDE, CVAE+SDE, and CVAE+CW+SDE
(CVID). The corresponding results of these variants on dataset
D2 (Rain100L and Rain100H ) [52] are listed in Table III (the
5th, 7th, and 8th columns). It can be seen that all these variants
armed with our SDE module performs significantly better
than the corresponding baselines. For example, DDN+CW+SDE
achieves 35.78 dB/0.9596 on PSNR/SSIM, 0.95 dB/0.0103
higher than those of DDN+CW. On visual quality, from Figs. 9
(c) and (g), (d) and (e), (f) and (h), we observe that our our
SDE module consistently improves the performance of several
variants. These improvements validate that the proposed SDE
module indeed boost our baseline to a great extent.
4) How does our CVID network perform with larger
sample number n? To study this point, we run our CVID
network with different sample number n on the Rain100L and
Rain100H datasets in D2 [52]. The results on PSNR (dB) are
listed in Table IV. We observe that our CVID: 1) achieves
inferior results to RESCAN [24] with n = 1, which achieves
37.27 dB/0.9813 and 26.45 dB/0.8458 on the Rain100L and
Rain100H datasets, respectively; 2) performs consistently bet-
ter with n = 5, 10, 100, 200 generated images, but converges
at n = 200 and becomes worse when n = 300, 500; 3) is faster
than RESCAN with n = 1, but requires more running time
with more sample number, as shown in Table II. This again
demonstrates that our CVAE framework is more flexible on
the accuracy-speed trade-off over the deterministic framework
employed by the comparison methods.
5) How does the parameters β and λ influence the
performance of our CVID network? Our CVID has two
hyper-parameters β and λ balancing the importance of the
KL divergence loss in Eqn. (5) and SDE loss in Eqn. (7),
respectively. In our CVID network, we set β = 0.1, λ = 1.
To study their influence to our CVID, we perform experiments
on D2 Rain100H dataset [52]. We change one parameter at a
time, while fixing the other. The results are plotted in Fig. 10.
We observe that our CVID performs better when β is increased
from 0 to 0.1, but worse when β = 1, 10, 100. Similar trends
can be found on the influence of parameter λ to our CVID.
6) Performance of our CVID network on cumulative error
distribution (CED). To further validate the effectiveness of
our CVID network, we employ CED as a supplementary way
of PSNR and SSIM for performance measurement. Here,
CED calculates the cumulative histogram curve of the absolute
intensity errors between two images. Earlier saturating curve
indicates more accurate approximation of the two images. In
Fig. 11, we plot the CED curves in terms of absolute pixel
intensity errors between derained images and the ground truth,
by different variants of the baseline DDN [9] and our CVAE
backbone. We observe that the curve of our CVID network
saturates much earlier than those variants of DDN [9] and our
CVAE backbone. In addition, the curve of our CVID network
achieves the lowest mean and variance of the errors among all
competing variants, again demonstrating the effectiveness of
our CVID network for single image deraining.
7) The choice of ReLU or Leaky ReLU in our CVID. We
employ Leaky ReLU [43] in our CVID network, since Leaky
ReLu is usually better than vanilla ReLU [27] on nonlinear
activation. The comparison of our CVID with ReLU and Leaky
ReLU operation is listed in Table V. We observe that the
results also support the choice of Leaky ReLU in our CVID
network for the image deraining task.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a Conditional Variational Image
Deraining (CVID) network to tackle the image deraining
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Fig. 10: PSNR (dB) and SSIM results of our CVID network with different β (left) and λ (right) on D2 Rain100H [52].
Fig. 11: Illustration of cumulative error distribution (CED) curves in terms of absolute intensity errors, along with their
mean (µ) and variance (σ2) on R (left), G (middle), and B (right) channels, respectively.
problem. CVID leverages the powerful generative ability
of Conditional Variational Auto-Encoder (CVAE) framework
on modeling the latent distributions of clean image priors,
from which multiple derained images are generated for image
deraining. Moreover, we proposed a spatial density estimation
module and a channel-wise deraining scheme to achieve more
adaptive image deraining in different color channels. A spatial
density estimation module is developed to achieve spatially
adaptive deraining performance on uneven rainy images. Ex-
periments on both synthetic and real-world datasets show that
our CVID network achieves consistently better performance
than previous state-of-the-art image deraining methods.
VI. APPENDIX
Proof of Proposition 1: Denote B¯ (B) and R¯ (R) as de-
rained image and removed rain streak layer without (with)
distinguishing different color channels, respectively. We have
Oc = Bc +Rc, Oc = B¯c + R¯c, (12)
where O, B, and R denote the rainy image, the clean back-
ground image and the rain streak layer, and c ∈ {R,G,B} is
the color channel index. From (12), we have:
B¯c −Bc = Rc − R¯c (13)
In previous deraining models that do not distinguish color
channels, the gray rain streaks R are simply added onto the
clean RGB image, which results in the same density distri-
bution of rain streaks for the three color channels. However
in our model, we treat the three color channels separately by
specifying the rain streaks Rc for each color channel, since
rain streaks are distinctively distributed in three color channels.
Therefore, it holds that Rc(y) ≤ R¯c(y). Then we can get
Bc ≥ B¯c, and naturally have max
y∈Ω(x)
(Bc(y)) ≥ max
y∈Ω(x)
(B¯c(y)),
which gives rise to
max
y∈Ω(x)
( max
c∈{R,G,B}
Bc(y)) ≥ max
y∈Ω(x)
( max
c∈{R,G,B}
B¯c(y)) (14)
Jbright(Bc)(x) ≥ Jbright(B¯c)(x), (15)
this indicates that the bright channel for an image derained
without channel distinction will have a lower intensity than
the one that is channel-wisely derained.
The conclusion is, the number of brightest pixels in an
image derained channel-wisely is larger than that of an image
without distinguished color channels, i.e.,
‖1−Bc‖ ‖1− B¯c‖0 (16)
and
‖1−B‖0 ≤ ‖1− B¯‖0, (17)
which ends the proof.
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